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28 March 2017 
 
Greater Sydney Commission
Draft District Plans
PO Box 257
Parramatta NSW 2124 
 
 
Dear Sir/Madam 
 
Submission Re: Draft West Central District Plan submission  Auburn  
 
 

Knight Frank Town Planning acts on behalf of Harvey Norman as owners of the property otherwise referred 
to as no 111  117 Parramatta Road, Auburn (the site). The site comprises of a bulky goods retail outlet 
(Domayne) and a number of similar uses. The site forms part of a wider precinct bounded by Parramatta and 

Silverwater Roads, Adderley and Station Streets. The Harvey Norman site comprises of approximately 3 
hectares and the precinct an area of approximately 5.3 hectares. The precinct falls within the Parramatta 
Road Corridor (Corridor). 

 
On behalf of Harvey Norman, we are pleased to support the identifying of the precinct as a catalyst site with 
mixed use potential by the now adopted Urban Growth Parramatta Road Urban Transformation Strategy 

(Strategy). We support the principle of investing in key or catalyst sites such as the Harvey Norman site and 
precinct as an important way of promoting the early urban renewal of the Corridor.  
 

We wish to draw the Commission's attention however to the out of sequencing approach within the Strategy 
which seeks to direct the timing of when sites can be rezoned. In terms of the Harvey Norman site, the 
Strategy indicates 2023. We strongly suggest that in this instance, this is contrary to the purpose of the 

Strategy and in turn is an important matter for the Commission to consider in the adopting of the West 
Central District Plan.  Our concerns on behalf of Harvey Norman are as follows: 
 

1. The delay in investing in the urban renewal of the precinct is at odds with its designation as one of 
only two sites along Parramatta Road in Auburn that have been identified as a catalyst site. The site 
and precinct is unlikely to be a catalyst for positive change along this general length of the Corridor if 

unlocking the site is delayed until 2023. 
 

2. The precinct and the intersection of Parramatta Road and Silverwater Road is a critical gateway 

location not just for the Corridor but more broadly the Greater Parramatta and Olympic Peninsula 
(GPOP). This is a key site to establishing an important arrival to GPOP and again a critical catalyst 
for promoting urban renewal. It is not in the interests of GPOP or the Corridor to have the renewal of 

the precinct delayed.  
 

3. Located on a strategic intersection of major east -west and north south corridors, the renewal of the 

precinct is a key opportunity to integrate and make the site future ready  for a variety of potential 
transit modes. Delaying the renewal of the precinct will place at risk the early integration of Corridor 
wide transport infrastructure such as say an Auburn North transit facility.  

 
4. Harvey Norman has the capability and capacity to deliver an early success in the transforming of the 

Corridor and GPOP. 
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5. By way of observation, we note that much of the area designated by the Strategy for potentially early 

urban renewal near Auburn town centre is highly constrained as smaller lots and fragmented land 

ownerships. We strongly suggest both are major barriers to effective renewal. The Harvey Norman 
site however at 3 hectares and the precinct at just over 5 hectares has the capacity to deliver a large 
scale integrated urban renewal scheme.  

 
6. The comprehensive concept planning for the site and the precinct by urban designers, Roberts Day, 

demonstrates the ability to create a new community on a large infill site in an innovative and 

sustainable manner. A number of discussions have been made with Cumberland Council (previously 
Auburn) to incorporate Auburn and western Sydney specific approaches to cultural facilities and 
local jobs/skills including preliminary discussions with TAFE. The underlying aim and approach to 

the renewal of the precinct is entirely consistent and is capable of being a high profile infill 
demonstration of the District and city wide themes of productivity, liveability and sustainability . This 
important early opportunity will be lost if the renewal of the precinct is delayed until at least 2023. 

This is not in the best interests of the District planning nor the community more generally. 
 
In summary and on behalf of Harvey Norman, we strongly encourage and recommend the Commission 

through the West Central District Plan review the out of sequencing approach within the Strategy in order to 
confirm the Harvey Norman site and precinct as a first stage release.  
 

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission and pleased to discuss  
 

Please do not hesitate to contact me on  with any queries or if you would like to discuss the above 
proposal. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
 
MARK GRAYSON 
Director Town Planning  
Knight Frank Town Planning (NSW)  
 




